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Abstract: When the Transformer proposed by Google in 2017, it was first
used for machine translation tasks and achieved the state of the art at that
time. Although the current neural machine translation model can generate
high quality translation results, there are still mistranslations and omissions
in the translation of key information of long sentences. On the other hand,
the most important part in traditional translation tasks is the translation of
key information. In the translation results, as long as the key information
is translated accurately and completely, even if other parts of the results are
translated incorrect, the final translation results’ quality can still be guaran-
teed. In order to solve the problem of mistranslation and missed translation
effectively, and improve the accuracy and completeness of long sentence
translation in machine translation, this paper proposes a key information
fused neural machine translation model based on Transformer. The model
proposed in this paper extracts the keywords of the source language text
separately as the input of the encoder. After the same encoding as the source
language text, it is fused with the output of the source language text encoded
by the encoder, then the key information is processed and input into the
decoder. With incorporating keyword information from the source language
sentence, the model’s performance in the task of translating long sentences is
very reliable. In order to verify the effectiveness of the method of fusion of
key information proposed in this paper, a series of experiments were carried
out on the verification set. The experimental results show that the Bilingual
Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score of the model proposed in this paper on
the Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT) 2017 test dataset is higher than
the BLEU score of Transformer proposed by Google on the WMT2017 test
dataset. The experimental results show the advantages of the model proposed
in this paper.
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1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) is a task of translating text from source language to target
language. Neural machine translation was first proposed by Nal et al. [1], Sutskever et al. [2] and
Cho et al. [3]. Unlike the traditional phrase-based translation system (Koehn et al. [4]) which consists
of many small sub-components that are tuned separately, neural machine translation is one of the
ultimate goals of artificial intelligence that committed to help people complete the translation task, and
gradually replaces human beings to complete the complicated and time-consuming translation work.

As early as the 1930s and 1940s, people began the research on machine translation. With
continuous breakthroughs in research, the research on machine translation technology has gradually
shifted from a translation system (based on vocabulary, grammar and other rules) to a statistical-based
machine translation, and then to the current research, the neural machine translation which is on the
hot. The task of neural machine translation is mainly to use neural network related methods and a
large amount of data for training and get a general translation model [5]. After the model is trained,
we only need to input the source language sentence into the given model, and the model can get the
corresponding translation result by performing the calculation.

In the current field of machine translation, neural machine translation has become the mainstream
method and paradigm in researches and applications. The proposal of transformer has detonated this
field. In 2017, Vaswani et al. [6] proposed the Transformer model, compared with sequence to sequence
model, this model has better experimental performance in NMT, and compared with traditional
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [7], it has greatly improved training efficiency. Since Transformer
was put forward, it has been keeping attracting attention. So far, Transformer has been adopted by
a variety of natural language processing (NLP) models, and many researchers have also made many
innovative improvements on this basis. For instance, Sukhbaatar et al. proposed the Adaptive-Span
Transformer [8] which optimizes the calculation efficiency of transformer.

In recent years, syntactic-based neural machine translation [9] has become a hot topic in neu-
ral machine translation research. Existing works [10–14] have shown that incorporating linguistic
information into the translation model can greatly improve the performance of the model. Although
neural machine translation has made great achievements, there are also translations that are fluent
but not faithful enough [15], difficult to process rare words, poor performance in low-resource
languages, poor cross-domain adaptability, low utilization of prior knowledge, mistranslations and
missed translations [16], etc. Inspired by the classic statistical machine translation research, it has
become a hot topic in the field of neural machine translation research that using existing linguistic
knowledge, incorporating linguistic information into the neural machine translation model [17],
alleviating the inherent difficulties faced by neural machine translation, and improving translation
quality [18].

Among these issues, this paper has carried out a research which focusing on mistranslations and
omissions. When the traditional machine translation model completes the translation work, there are
often mistranslations and missing translations of the keywords in the source text. This problem greatly
reduces the quality of the results translation. Due to the lack of interpretability of neural networks, it
is difficult to explain how these omissions and mistranslations occur and how to design methods to
eliminate them.
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Specifically, in the translation process under the “seq2seq + attention” framework, the “attention”
of translating the current vocabulary and the “attention” of translating the vocabulary before it are
independent, so the current operation cannot obtain alignment-related [19] information from the
previous translation information, this has led to the problems of “over translation” and “missing
translation”, and this problem becomes more prominent as the length of the source text increases.
In this regard, we have made an adjustment to the traditional seq2seq structure and Transformer. In
view of the current machine translation model’s problems in the translation of the key information of
long sentences, based on the Transformer model, this paper proposes a model improvement method
by fusing key information, that is, the key information of each source language sentence is encoded by
an independent encoder based on the self-attention mechanism, then give the corresponding weight,
combine this weight with the Transformer model. Compared with the Transformer model, this method
has a better improvement, and improves the BLEU [20] score of the model in the WMT Chinese-
English translation task, which proves the effectiveness of the model.

The main work of this paper is as follows:

1) In order to solve the problem of mistranslation and omission in the translation of the key
information of long sentences in the existing machine translation model, a method of encoding
by fusing the keyword information in the source language text is proposed, which can effectively
improve the accuracy of the model’s translation of long sentences.

2) Based on the transformer model, a new model structure is proposed, in brief, an encoder for
encoding key information of the source language text is added on the basis of transformer.
Besides, this paper proposes a new way of fusing key information, in which the source language
text and key information are separately encoded and then fused, and the fused input is used to
train the model. The model performs better than traditional models in translation tasks.

3) Design related experiments to verify the performance of the model proposed in this paper on
the public data set, and compare it with other benchmark models.

2 Model Structure Fusion Key Information

The classic NMT model usually uses a sequence to sequence model which has an encoder and
a decoder, and the input is the word sequences of the source language text S = [s1, s2, . . . , sm], the
output is the word sequences of the target language text T = [t1, t2, . . . , tn]. The encoder stack of the
NMT model that integrates key information proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1, the left branch
of fusion encoder is an encoder for key information, and the right branch is an encoder for source
language text. As shown in Fig. 1, the stack takes the key information of the source language text and
the source language text as input respectively. After encoding by fusion encoder, the outputs are fused
and input into the decoder.

Inspired by Google’s multi-head attention model, in order to associate key information with the
source language text, we used N layers of multi-head self-attention to encode key information (N = 6
in the experiment), do the same for the source language text, then calculate the result of the correlation
between the two. Finally, the association result is combined with the source language text encoding
result that as the input of the multi-head attention in the decoder which is associated with the coding
information of the target language text to complete the fusion of key information. The detailed model
structure proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: General structure of model

The specific calculation process of multi-head attention is shown in Eq. (1), in practice, we
compute the MultiHead(Q, K, V) and headi in the same way as Transformer [6].

MultiHead(Q, K, V) = Concat(head1, . . . , headi)W o (1)

In Eq. (1), the sub-header’s head is calculated as shown in Eq. (2).

headi = Attention(QWi
Q, KWi

k, VWi
V
) (2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), Concat(∗) is the concatenation operation for vectors or matrices, W o ∈ Rdh×dh

is the matrix to be trained, Q, K, V ∈ Rn×dh are the matrices used as input, dh is the dimension of input,
Wi

Q, Wi
K , Wi

V ∈ Rdh×dk are all the linear projection matrices, and about dk = dh/h, the h is the number
of heads that need to be calculated in parallel.

The output of the entire encoder is K, V, and the upper layer input of the decoder is used as
calculating vector Q, which is put into the decoder stack for calculation. The complete model is shown
in Fig. 2:

2.1 Key Information Extraction

For the extraction of the key information of the source language text, our approach is to choose
an appropriate method to obtain the key information, and integrate the obtained key information into
the model structure. There are many ways to obtain key information. This paper uses the method of
extracting keywords to obtain key information. The number of keywords is 4.

In many keyword extraction algorithms (TF-IDF, TextRank, YAKE [21], KP-Miner, etc.),
through comparison, the experimental results on many data sets have shown that the effect of YAKE
is better than other methods, so we use YAKE, which has a better somatosensory effect, as the baseline
of this paper.
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Figure 2: Completed structure of model

2.2 Embedding and Positional Encoding

The neural network model cannot directly process the text sequence, so the text needs to be
expressed as a vector in order to be processed by the model. The key information and source language
text belong to the high-level expression. The task of Embedding is to map the high-dimensional raw
data (sentence) to the low-dimensional data, so that the high-dimensional original data becomes
separable after being mapped to the low-dimensional data, and this mapping is called embedding
[22,23]. The role of the embedding layer is to convert the input text into a vector form so that it can
be processed by the model. Before word embedding, the text sequence needs to be segmented, that
is, a paragraph of text is represented as a set of characters or an ordered list of words. Assume K =
[key1, key2, . . . , keyl] as the sequence of key information after word segmentation, S = [s1, s2, . . . , sm]
as the sequence of source text after word segmentation, and T = [t1, t2, . . . , tn] as the sequence of
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target text after word segmentation. In these sequences, keyi represents keywords, si represents words
in the source text, and ti represents words in the target text. Although the key information we extract
is composed of multiple keywords, they may not have a relative position relationship, in order to take
the position relationship into consideration, the model ensure their order in the original text. Until
now, the model maps the sentence composed of words to a representation vector. Define Ekey, Es, Et as
the results of key information, source language text and target language text after embedding.

About positional encoding, use the method that add position encoding into token embedding
for key information, source language text and output target language text. On the basis of the built
vocabulary, define I = (i1, i2, . . . , in) as the results of representation of ID, and input them into an
embedding layer (that is, make a linear transformation: Ekey = W · I), after that, add the position

information of each token which defined as
→
Pt into it, so the results E ′

key can be calculated, E ′
key =

→
Pt +Ekey. Regarding the calculation of positional encoding, given an input sequence of length n, define

t denote the position of the word in the sequence,
→
Pt ∈ Rd as the vector which represents position t,

d is the dimension of vector, λk represents the frequency, f : N → Rd is the function of generated

positional vector
→
Pt, which defined in Eq. (3) as:

→
pt

(i) = f (t)(i) :=
{

sin(λk · t), when i = 2k
cos(λk · t), when i = 2k + 1

(3)

λk = 1

10000
2i

dmodel

(4)

With this approach, we get E ′
key, then put it into the encoder.

2.3 Encoder That Incorporates Key Information

The whole encoder is composed of two sub-encoders. This paper use a single encoder to encode
the key information. The two sub-encoders have the same structure. The sub-encoders are stacked
with the same N = 6 layers, and each encoder layer is composed of two sub-layers, the first layer
is a multi-head self-attention model, and the second is a simple fully connected feedforward neural
network. Each of the two sub-layers uses a residual connection, and then the normalization operation
is performed. The output of every single sublayer is LayerNorm · (x + Sublayer(x)), Sublayer(x) is the
output of the sublayer itself, the detail is shown in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, in the preprocessing stage, the positional encoding data and the embedding
data are summed and input into the multi-head self-attention to learn the internal relationship between
the source sentence and the keyword. Encoder consists of N(N = 6) identical layers, and residual
connection and normalization are used between every two sublayers. Each layer consists of two sub-
layers. The first sublayer implements multi-head self-attention, and the second sublayer is a simple
position-wise fully connected feedforward network.

In the encoder, define Hi as the output of layer i, and use the output of the previous layer as the
input of the next layer. Make the results of word embedding E as the input of the encoder at the first
layer. The encoder layer consists of 4 parts: Multi-Head Attention, Add & Norm, Feed-Forward, Add
& Norm. The formulas are as follows:

Ci−1 = MultiHead(Hi−1, Hi−1, Hi−1) (5)

Zi−1 = AddNorm(Ci−1) (6)
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Hi = AddNorm(FNN(Zi−1)) (7)

In Eq. (5), MultiHead() is multi-head attention, which defined in Eqs. (1) and (2). The AddNorm()

actually consists of two parts, one is Residual Connection, the other is Normalization, the purpose is
avoid vanishing gradient. The FNN() in Eq. (7) is the Feed-Forward neural network, this layer is here
to increase the nonlinear characteristics of the model.

Figure 3: Completed structure of encoder

It should be noted that the positional encoding and Feed-Forward layers mainly provide nonlinear
transformations. The second sub-layer is a fully connected layer, and the reason why using positional
encoding is the transformation parameters of each position are the same when passing through the
linear layer.

Each sub-layer has added Residual Connection and Normalization module, so the output of the
sub-layer can be expressed as:

sub_layer_output = LayerNorm(x + (SubLayer(x))) (8)

The above is the calculation process of the key information and source language text sequence
encoder. Define Hi

key and Hi
S as the output of the key information encoder and the source text encoder,

both encoders are at layer i, let Ekey = H0
key, ES = H0

S.

2.4 Key Information Fusion

In this work, we merge the key information with the encoded result of the source language text,
however, the multi-head attention used in the fusion is different from the multi-head attention of
the encoder part. The encoder part uses self-attention to calculate the correlation of each word in
the sequence, and the fusion calculation part we let the encoding result of the source language text
HN

S ∈ Rm×dk (in which N is the total numbers of layers, m is the length of source text sequence, dk is
the dimension of word embedding) as the vector Q in calculating vectors, then let the encoding result
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of key information HN
key ∈ Rl×dk as the vector K and vector V in calculating vectors, the output is

Akey−S ∈ Rm×dk . Also, to avoid vanishing gradient, as shown in Eq. (9), put the output into the layer of
AddNorm().

Akey−S = AddNorm(MultiHead(HN
S , HN

key, HN
key) (9)

In addition, in order to prevent the fused information from causing excessive interference to the
decoder, we use λ to control, the value of λ is (0 ∼ 1), the output after fusion is defined in Eq. (10).

Ykey−s = λHN
S + (1 − λ)Akey−S (10)

2.5 Decoder

As same as the encoder, the decoder is also composed of N(N = 6) identical layers. Besides
the two sub-layers in each encoder layer, the decoder also inserts a third seed layer to implement
“multi-headed” attention on the output of the encoder stack. Similar to the encoder, we use residual
connections at both ends of each sub-layer to realize short-circuit, and then normalize the layer.

After calculating, let Ykey−S as the vector K and vector V in calculating vectors of multi-Head
attention in the decoder. The multi-layer attention calculation of the decoder part is shown in Eqs. (11)
and (12). In Eq. (11), Hi

t is the decoder’s output at layer i. Take the output of the decoder of the previous
layer as the input of the next layer, and let the output result of the embedded text sequence of the target
language Et = H0

t .

Gi−1 = AddNorm(MaskedMultiHead(Hi−1
t , Hi−1

t , Hi−1
t )) (11)

Zi−1
t = AddNorm(MultiHead(Gi−1, Ykey−S, Ykey−S)) (12)

Hi
t = AddNorm(FNN(Zi−1

t )) (13)

The difference between the decoder part and the encoder part is that the decoder introduces the
masked multi-head attention in order to prevent the token at the current moment from paying attention
to the “future” token. After that, model pass the calculation result of the last layer of the decoder
through a linear layer, and then normalize the calculation through the Soft max function to obtain the
distribution of the output, as shown in Eq. (14).

p(yi|y<i, x) = soft max(HN
t W o) (14)

In Eq. (14), HN
t ∈ Rn×dk is the output of the last layer in decoder, n is the length of output sequence,

dk is the dimension of word embedding, W o ∈ Rdk×V is a linear mapping matrix, V is target language
vocabulary size.

2.6 Loss Function

The model we designed uses cross entropy [24] as the loss function.

Lc = − 1
N

∑
y∈D

∑n

i=1

∑m

j=1
yij log ŷij (15)

In Eq. (15), N is the number of all the training samples, y ∈ Rn is the real label of input samples,
ŷ ∈ Rn is the prediction label of input samples, D is the set of samples, n is the length of generated
target text, and m is here to represent target language vocabulary size.
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3 Experiment Settings
3.1 Dataset

In recent years, research on neural machine translation prefer to use WMT data set as experimental
data set, and use BLEU as evaluation criteria to verify the effectiveness of the method. WMT is one
of the top international evaluation competitions in the field of machine translation. Over these years,
almost all research institutions will use the WMT dataset as experimental data when publishing papers
on new methods of machine translation, and use the BLEU score to measure the effectiveness of the
method, giving a quantitative and comparable translation quality assessment, therefore, the WMT
dataset has become a recognized mainstream dataset in the field of machine translation. This paper
uses the English and Chinese parallel data (News Commentary v12) provided by WMT 2017 as the
translated Chinese-English data set. The statistics of this data set are shown in Tab. 1. Among them,
the Chinese-English data set includes 227568 Chinese-English text pairs.

Table 1: WMT 17 zh-en dataset

Dataset Pairs

zh-en 227568

In experiment, set the maximum length of Chinese language text sequence max_source_text_len = 60,
and set the maximum length of English language text sequence max_target_text_len = 60.

This paper uses the Chinese-English data sets in news2017dev and news2017test as the verification
set and test set respectively. Both the validation set and the test set contain about 2000 Chinese and
English data pairs.

3.2 Evaluation

For the translation results of machine translation, we can use manual methods to evaluate the
results, but this method is inefficient and everyone’s evaluation criteria are different. Therefore,
researchers hope to propose a universal machine translation evaluation standard. And BLEU is the
widely used machine translation evaluation standard.

The BLEU method was originally proposed by IBM. This method believes that if the machine-
generated translation is more similar to the result of human translation, the higher the translation
quality. This method calculates the similarity between the generated translation and the reference
translation by counting the n − gram overlap between the two.

First, it counts the number of n − gram that appear in both the generated translation and the
reference translation. Then divide the number of co-occurring n − gram by the total number of
generated translations. The specific calculation is shown in Eq. (16).

pn =
∑

C∈{Candidates}
∑

n−gram∈C Countclip(n − gram)∑
C′∈{Candidates}

∑
n−gram′∈C′ Count(n − gram)

(16)

In Eq. (16), Countclip(n − gram) is different from Count(n − gram), it calculates the maximum
number of occurrences of each n − gram in the candidate translation sentence, and Count(n − gram) is
the total number of occurrences of all n−gram segments in the reference translation sentence. Finally,
the accuracy pn of each order n − gram is calculated. At the same time, in order to prevent pn from
becoming higher as the sentence length becomes longer, the length penalty factor Brevity Penalty (BP)
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is introduced in the calculation of BLEU, and the calculation process is shown in Eq. (17).

BP =
{

1, when c > r
e1−r/c, when c ≤ r

(17)

4 Results and Discussion

To compare the performance of the model proposed in this paper with other models, this paper
also uses Transformer to train on the same experimental data. During the experiment, we use the
English and Chinese parallel data (News Commentary v12) provided by WMT 2017 as the translated
Chinese-English data set, and the number of keywords used is four. To make a convincing conclusion,
the test set is divided to different parts, then compared the BLEU scores of different sentence lengths.

In this work, we mainly compare and analyze the BLEU evaluation scores of the designed neural
machine translation model and the benchmark system, and the translation examples generated by our
machine translation model on the test set. The BLEU scores of the model proposed in this article and
the benchmark model are shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2: BLEU scores of models

SRC TEXT LEN (0, 10] (10, 20] (20, 30] (30, 40] (40, 50] (50, +)

BLEU of
KI-Fusion model

11.40 22.06 25.73 18.92 6.56 2.33

BLEU of
transformer

11.33 19.51 22.80 15.18 3.96 1.97

As shown in Tab. 2, we list the BLEU scores of our designed model and benchmark system on
the testing set. According to the experimental data, the length of the source sentence is in the interval
(0, 10), (10, 20), (20, 30), (30, 40), (40, 50) and (50, +). The BLEU scores of the translation results are
shown in Tab. 1. The following conclusions can be drawn from the data in the Tab. 1:

1) The proposed method has the most obvious improvement in the translation effect of source text
which has long sentences. The BLEU score of the method in the interval (0, 10) is increased by
about 0.07, and the BLEU score in the interval (10, 20] is increased by about 2.55. In addition,
the BLEU score of the method in the interval (20, 30) and (30, 40) The score increased by about
2.93 and 3.47 respectively.

2) The overall performance of the model proposed in this paper is better than Transformer base,
but when the source sentence length exceeds 50, the BLEU scores of the two methods are both
very low. On one hand, it is because the number of text pairs in this interval in the test set is
small, on the other hand, with the sentence length increasing, the translation becomes more
difficult.

3) Compared with Transformer, the model proposed in this paper has improved BLEU values on
translations of different lengths at the source end.

As shown in Fig. 4, the neural machine translation model we have achieved that integrates key
information has been significantly improved on the basis of Transformer. Therefore, by comparing
with the BLEU evaluation score of Transformer, it can be concluded that the method we designed
based on the Transformer model to fuse key information can indeed improve the quality of machine
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translation. By comparing with the benchmark model of Transformer model, we can see that our
model has achieved better results.

Figure 4: BLEU scores of models

Tab. 3 takes a translation result on the test set as an example, and compares the translation results
of a long sentence between the benchmark model Transformer and the model proposed in this article.

Table 3: Translation samples

Source text 
This week, China's General Administration of Customs released statistics 
show that the first 7 months of this year, China's import and export value 

of 13.21 trillion yuan, down 3% over the same period last year. 

Reference 
7

13.21 3

Translation of Transformer BLEU 

13.21 3%. 

0.293 

Translation of KI-Fusion Model BLEU 

7
13.12 3%

0.359 

As shown in Tab. 3, the BLEU score is also used as the standard, and it can be seen that the BLEU
score of the model proposed in this paper is significantly higher than the score of Transformer, while
the translation quality is higher, too. This shows that the neural machine translation model fused with
key information can obtain higher translation quality by comprehensively using key information to
adjust the input of the encoder, thereby improving the performance of the model.

Based on the above results and analysis of the results, the neural machine translation model
proposed in this paper has achieved a satisfactory result on the Chinese and English data sets, and
compared with the benchmark model, the model proposed in this paper has significant improvement,
which shows the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper.

5 Conclusion

The model proposed in this paper combines the Transformer proposed by Google Brain, via fusing
key information, this neural machine translation model not only improves the stability of the base
model, but also makes the model more accurate in translation tasks.

The entire encoder part of the model fuses the key information with the encoded result of the
source language text, and the complete information after the fusion is used as the K and V in the
multi-head attention in the decoder to participate in the multi-layer decoding calculation. In this way,
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the coding of key information is added to the model training, which improves the accuracy of the
translation model in the translation task, to a certain extent, it reduces the mistranslation and omission
of the neural machine translation model when translating sentences.

In the future, we hope to add other structures, such as recurrent neural networks, to the
convergence between the two stages of key information encoding and source language text encoding
to continue processing the low-dimensional features and high-dimensional features in the key infor-
mation and source language text to further improve the performance of neural machine translation
models that integrate key information on public data sets.
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